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Agenda- Part II

• Where We Are
• Available Resources
• Coming Soon Resources
• Feedback



Where We Are



Giving Oklahoma Students an Edge

Click here to read our Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New standards*, new OSTP tests*, new ESSA Plan* all aligned to the common goal of positioning every student to be on the leading edge for success when they leave our K-12 systems 

http://sde.ok.gov/sde/ok-essa-state-plan


Shifts under ESSA
 Focus on growth along a continuum of learning 
 Use of multiple measures for accountability
 Belief that all students can grow and all schools can improve

 Role of state assessment as part of a system of assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move out of NCLB and into ESSA, there are some important shifts to consider as we work together to implement our approved EDGE Plan. Those shifts include: *A focus on Growth along a continuum of learning*Use of multiple measures for accountability*Belief that all student can grow and all schools can improve, and*Role of the state assessment as part of a system



Growth Along a Continuum

Below 
Basic

Students have 
not performed 
at least at the 

Basic level

Basic
Students 

demonstrate 
partial mastery 

of essential 
knowledge and 

skills foundational 
to proficient level 

Proficient 
Students 

demonstrate 
mastery over 
grade-level 

subject matter 
and is ready for 
the next grade, 
course, or level

Advanced
Students 

demonstrate 
superior 

performance on 
challenging 

subject matter

Senate Bill 1197

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal is to support students in mastering our academic standards as they move through our K-12 system. Not all students start at the same place, performance levels provide a broad view of whether or not a program or group of students is on-track with the grade-level expectations by relating what students should know and be able to do relative to the standards

http://webserver1.lsb.state.ok.us/cf_pdf/2017-18%20ENR/SB/SB1197%20ENR.PDF


Defined by OPI Score Ranges

Source: Performance Lookup Table

OPI Score Ranges 
define performance 
levels

OPI Score Ranges 
differ by grade 
and content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance levels are defined by a range of OPI scores*Oklahoma Performance Index (OPI) Scores range from 200-399OPI Score ranges differ by grade and content area*This table can be accessed by going to the Assessment Home page and clicking on Performance Level Lookup table

https://oklahoma.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2018/05/Performance_Level_Look_Up_Table_Spring_2018.pdf


OPIs Pin-Point Performance

• OPI Scores provide point-in-time information to support a focus 
on growth

• OPI Scores are a more specific, nuanced measure of readiness 
to be on track by relating where a score is relative to a 
performance level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OPI scores provide a more specific measure of readiness by pin-pointing where in a performance band the score is. The decisions we make around programs and curriculum for a group of students scoring 220 are very different than those we make for a group of students scoring 350. 



State Assessment as Part of a System of Assessment

Oklahoma recognizes that a robust assessment system is tied 
closely to students’ learning and teachers’ instructional practices by 
valuing and promoting local, classroom-based formative 
assessment that help make student learning visible. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under ESSA, we recognize that assessment is more than a state test at the end of the year. Assessments are ongoing and support teaching for learning. Formative assessment is a planned, ongoing process used by all students and teachers during learning and teaching to elicit and use evidence of student learning to improve student understanding of intended disciplinary learning outcomes and support students to become self-directed learners. Interim assessment often occur as a district benchmark or classroom unit test. The key is that all of the assessment components in the system are tied to the standards. 



At the same time, that system should provide a strong 
summative assessment program that fits as a component 
within a multifaceted state, district and school accountability 
system. (ESSA Plan page 48-49)

OSTP 
Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessments delivered through the Oklahoma School Testing Program each spring certify what students know and are able to do relative our standards. 



Supporting the System

The OSDE supports a system of assessment by working with 
Oklahoma Educators and Stakeholders to:

• Ensure that state and federally required state tests delivered 
through the Oklahoma School Testing Program (OSTP) are 
effective and meaningful to families, districts, educators, and 
members of the community



• Develop Instructional resources to support local formative and 
interim assessments through the curriculum frameworks project and 
assessment guidance resources

• Build and deliver professional learning through face-to-face 
and web-based resources to support local assessment needs and 
interpretation of state assessment data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthers supports to the system



Available Resources



For Educators
• Measured Progress Portal
• Assessment Guidance Webpage
• Curriculum Frameworks
• In Person and Web-Based Professional 

Development 



Measured Progress Portal 

https://oklahoma.measuredprogress.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Districts test coordinators can add users to the measured progress portal based on district goals. The MP portal houses all of the OSTP assessment data that can be pulled into different reports. 

https://oklahoma.measuredprogress.org/


New Portal Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to highlight the analyze report as it provides some new ways to look at our data. 

https://oklahoma.measuredprogress.org/


OPI Mean and Range

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first display shows us the mean, median and range of our OPI scores. Again, the decisions we can make related to instructional and programmatic changes differ based where we are scoring within a band. As you can see here, the mean score is a 286.7 which correlates to the high end of the basic band. Our minimum score is 201 and the maximum is 399. I’d like to draw your attention to the icons above the table. By clicking on these icons, I can change the way the data is displayed. 



OPI Score Distribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drilling down to the OPI Score distribution allows us to get a fuller picture of our overall performance. I can also click into each band to get a roster report of students, or disaggregate the data to look at individual student groups. 



OPI Score Comparison Between Subjects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scatterplot icon lets me compare OPI scores on two different OSTP tests. This information paints a more holistic picture of where we are. The example shows a comparisons between ELA* and Mathematics*



Subject Area Guidebooks

• Aligns to OSTP Goals under ESSA

• Unwraps OSTP Claims and 
provides state level data for 
comparison at local level

• Connects to Oklahoma’s Academic 
Standards and frameworks to 
support instructional insights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Assessment Guidance page has been updated and includes subject area guidebooks. These guidebooks were built with Oklahoma stakeholders to support the use and interpretation of OSTP assessment data.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All guidebooks contain the same components for each subject area. We built them by subject area to support the focus on growth  and continuum nature of our Academic standards. 



Reporting Category Reported as a Confidence Level

Below Standard

Unlikely to 
demonstrate 
proficient level 
KSAs needed to 
be ready 

At or Near Standard

Very likely to 
demonstrate 
proficient level 
KSAs needed to 
be ready

Above Standard

Confident they can 
demonstrate 
proficient level 
KSAs needed to 
be ready

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reporting category claims are reported as one of three confidence levels and can best be interpreted by aligning the Knowledge, skills, and abilities being assessed by the questions on the state test with the category being measured. Let’s take a look at how we did this: 



OAS GR3- Numbers and Operations

• 3.N.1 Number Sense- Compare and represent whole numbers 
up to 100,000 with an emphasis on place value and equality 
3.N.2 Number Operations- Add and subtract multi-digit whole 
numbers; multiply with factors up to 10; represent multiplication 
and division in various ways; solve real-world and mathematical 
problems through the representation of related operations 

• 3.N.3 Fractions- Understand meanings and uses of fractions in 
real-world and mathematical situations 

• 3.N.4 Money- Determine the value of a set of coins or bills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started by looking at the standards being assessed within the reporting category.



OSTP GR 3 Proficient Performance Level Descriptor (PLD)

• Students demonstrate mastery over appropriate grade-level subject matter and 
readiness for the next grade level. Students scoring at the Proficient level typically 
compare and order whole numbers. Students complete addition, subtraction, and 
multiplication problems and recognize the relationship between multiplication and 
division. Students construct and compare fractions using models. Students select the 
fewest number of coins for a given amount of money. Students determine rules to 
describe basic patterns. Students determine unknowns in equations and apply 
number properties. Students classify angles. Students sort three-dimensional 
figures and determine the perimeter of polygons. Students determine the area of 
two-dimensional figures. Students read and analyze length, temperature, and 
time. Students summarize a data set and analyze the data to solve problems. 
Students solve real-world problems and employ problem-solving strategies of 
identifying and using appropriate information.

• Source: https://sde.ok.gov/assessment-material

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We then looked at the Performance Level Descriptor for a proficient student. The PLD was built from our Oklahoma Academic Standards and outlines the knowledge, skills, and abilities we expect students to have to demonstrate mastery of grade-level subject matter. 

https://sde.ok.gov/assessment-material


GR 3 Proficient Performance Level Descriptor (PLD)

Students demonstrate mastery over appropriate grade-level subject matter and
readiness for the next grade level. Students scoring at the Proficient level typically
compare and order whole numbers. Students complete addition, subtraction, and
multiplication problems and recognize the relationship between multiplication
and division. Students construct and compare fractions using models. Students
select the fewest number of coins for a given amount of money. Students
determine rules to describe basic patterns. Students determine unknowns in equations
and apply number properties. Students classify angles. Students sort three-
dimensional figures and determine the perimeter of polygons. Students determine the
area of two-dimensional figures. Students read and analyze length, temperature,
and time. Students summarize a data set and analyze the data to solve problems.
Students solve real-world problems and employ problem-solving strategies of
identifying and using appropriate information.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We worked with our curriculum folks to tease out the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities that aligned the standards being assessed. 



• 3.N.1 Number Sense- Compare and 
represent whole numbers up to 100,000 with 
an emphasis on place value and equality 

• 3.N.2 Number Operations- Add and 
subtract multi digit whole numbers; multiply 
with factors up to 10; represent multiplication 
and division in various ways; solve real-world 
and mathematical problems through the 
representation of related operations 

• 3.N.3 Fractions- Understand meanings and 
uses of fractions in real-world and 
mathematical situations 

• 3.N.4 Money- Determine the value of a set 
of coins or bills

• compare and order whole numbers 
• complete addition, subtraction, and 

multiplication problems 
• recognize the relationship between 

multiplication and division 
• read and write fractions 
• construct and compare fractions using 

models 
• determine the value of a set of coins 

or bills 
• select the fewest number of coins for a 

given amount of money

GR 3- Numbers and Operations Aligned KSAs in the Proficient PLD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result was a table that allows you to compare the standards with the skills. By focusing on the skills, we can ask what other evidence we have to support where our strengths are and where we might need to fill gaps. The standards in the table are linked to the frameworks resources to provide more information about the standard. 



The OSDE curriculum frameworks are sets of curricular resources developed by 
Oklahoma teachers to help educators translate the Oklahoma Academic Standards
into classroom practice. They illustrate what is expected of students at each grade 
level by examining the intent of each standard and providing instructional options to 
support student learning.

These tools may be helpful to educators as they evaluate, select and implement 
instruction, curriculum and classroom assessments aligned to standards.

Resources for Curriculum and Instruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed in cooperation with Oklahoma teachers around the state.OSDE hired Oklahoma teachers to develop outside of school hours (summer, weekends and evenings) Digital version of the resources available for grades K-12 for standards, allowing us to make changes in real-time when we receive feedback form the field.Landing page looks similar for each subject and navigation similar.

http://www.sde.ok.gov/sde/oklahoma-curriculum-frameworks
http://sde.ok.gov/sde/oklahoma-academic-standards
https://sde.ok.gov/oklahoma-curriculum-frameworks


Framework Features

 Deep dive into state standards
• Objective Analysis - Math & ELA
• Performance Expectation Analysis – Science

 By grade level



English Language Arts Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELA Curriculum Frameworks provides student proficiency levels per standard per grade level. This supports teachers as they determine where students are at in achieving mastery of a standard and provides corresponding instructional resources to support students in progressing along the continuum.



Objective Analysis- ELA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of “objective analysis” for ELA. There are a few differences from science and math, per recommendations from Oklahoma ELA teachers. You’ll find:Student and teacher actionsTeacher Insights or tips for teachers teaching to this standard and Supporting Resources to help teachers understand the goals associated with the standard.



Student Proficiency Levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELA Student proficiency levels 



Other ELA Resources

• Engagement Strategies by grade level
• Literacy Progressions for 25 skills
• Matching Lexile Measures to Grade Ranges



Literacy Progressions

• Standard: Objectives in chronological order with shifts bolded
• Progression: Outlines how objectives develop and change from PK-12

http://elaokframework.pbworks.com/w/page/128690877/Literacy%20Progressions


Science Framework
Performance 
Expectation 
Analysis

Performance Expectations represent the things students should know, understand, and be able to do to 
be proficient in science. Each Performance Expectation is built around three major dimensions:

1. Science and Engineering Practices
2. Crosscutting Concepts
3. Disciplinary Core Ideas (NRC, 2012, p. 2)

Instructional 
Bundles

The instructional bundles represent curricular resources developed by Oklahoma teachers to help 
teachers translate standards into classroom practice.

Vertical 
Progressions Vertical progression documents are provided for the Disciplinary Core Ideas, Crosscutting Concepts, 

and the Science & Engineering Practices. There is also a Domain Comparison Chart that provides a 
quick look at the DCI found in each grade level



Instructional Bundles- By grade level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructional bundles are available for each grade level 



Instructional Bundle Elements

•Unit name and standards included the bundle
•In a Nut Shell – Standard/s in lay terms
•3D Storyline- Breakdown and connections of each dimension 
(science and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and 
disciplinary core ideas) 

•Student actions - What you’d expect students to be doing who 
are engaged in learning associated with the standard

•Common Misconceptions and Actual Concept



Vertical Progression by Dimension

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Curriculum Frameworks provide progressions in learning so you can see how the content and skills build throughout K-12.Here we can see if student miss science in K-3, they are missing essential concepts connected to later grade levels.



Mathematics Framework



Mathematical Actions and Processes 



Objective Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of “objective analysis” for Mathematics Here You’ll find:In a nutshell- the standard in lay termsStudent and teacher actionsKey understandingsMisconceptions



Suggested Learning Progression Example



Suggested Learning Progression Elements

• Unit Name, time for instruction, and standards being taught
• Overarching Question- driving question for the unit that serves 

to guide instruction
• Essential Questions stimulate thought and connect mathematical 

processes and actions
• Big Ideas outline critical grade-level ideas for planning 

instruction
• Full Standard Objectives connect the standards that are being 

developed and mastered through the unit



Units Within the Learning Progression



Grade Level Unit

• Technology Resources- free apps, websites, and smartboard lessons 
support instruction, differentiation, enhancement, and remediation

• Unit Launch Task-
• Resources by Big Idea 

– collaborative engagement- supports both large and small group instruction 
for elementary 

– evidence of understanding –
– key resources- free instructional tasks
– formative assessment

• Unit Closure assessment 



Example Formative Assessment Probe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the example formative assessment. You’ll notice the formative assessment are designed to help teachers see student thinking as they explain why they are choosing a particular response. When teachers can see student thinking, they can better understand how best to support student learning.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several of the formative assessment probes show example student responses with ideas for teachers about how to provide instruction to address student responses.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally, the formative assessments provide instructional ideas for teachers to consider.



Resources for Parents and Families

• For Parents and Families

• Oklahoma Parent Portal Overview New! 09/07/2018
• Understanding My Student's OSTP Scores- New! 09/07/2018
• Understanding My Student's Lexile Scores
• Oklahoma Family Guides- New! 10/04/2018
• Redesigned Parent, Student, Teacher Guides- Spring 2019
• Redesigned Student Testing Report-

https://oklahoma.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/test-coordinator-information/
https://sde.ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/OSTP_Parent_Portal_Resource_9.26.18.pdf
https://sde.ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/OK%20Lexile%20Parent%20Guide.pdf
https://sde.ok.gov/oklahoma-family-guides


Family Guides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to curriculum frameworks, OSDE has developed Oklahoma Family Guides for grades PreK-2, with grades 3-8 in development.The Family Guides are designed for schools to share with family members so they can better understand what families can expect for student to learn over the course of a school year for ELA, Math, Science and Social Studies.



Family Guides Overview

• Supports families as partners in education
• Currently available for PK-2
• Grades 3-5 available in January
• Communicates what students are learning in math, science, and ELA  
• Provides ways to support learning at home in content area and 

holistically 
– Curiosity
– Communication
– Comprehension



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example for Kindergarten Science.What to expect – read an exampleBy the end of the school year – read an example



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What to do at home – read an example



Fostering Curiosity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The back page of each Family Guide includes strategies for supporting:Fostering CuriosityFostering Communication



Fostering Comprehension

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The back page of each Family Guide includes strategies for supporting:Fostering CuriosityFostering Communication



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And Fostering Comprehension



Parent Portal 

Student’s 
Testing History 

in one place

https://okparentportal.emetric.net/login

https://okparentportal.emetric.net/login


https://okparentportal.emetric.net/login

https://okparentportal.emetric.net/login


Comparison 
to school 
district and 
state



OSTP 7th Grade Mathematics

Reporting 
categories  



https://sde.ok.gov/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/OSTP_Parent_Portal_Resource_9.26.18.pdf

Supporting Resource: Understanding my Student's OSTP Scores
• Answers questions-

– Why do we have state tests? 
– How does the school use the scores?
– How can I help at home?
– What does the report tell me?

• How did your student do overall?
• How did your student do compared to others at the school, district, and state?
• What should my student know and be able to do?
• What are my student’s strengths? 

https://sde.ok.gov/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/OSTP_Parent_Portal_Resource_9.26.18.pdf
https://sde.ok.gov/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/OSTP_Parent_Portal_Resource_9.26.18.pdf
https://sde.ok.gov/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/OSTP_Parent_Portal_Resource_9.26.18.pdf




Redesigning the Parent, Student Teacher Guide

• Focus on family friendly language around key questions: 
– What is my student learning?
– How can I support my student at home?
– What types of questions will my student see on the state test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standards have been replaced by family friendly language to support families in understanding what their students are learning, how they can help at home, and what kinds of questions their students will see on the state test



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The updated guides have information on how families can support students at home. 



Grade 5: Geometry & Measurement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The distractor rationale communicates why a particular answer was incorrect. A great tool to use with your students is to have them justify why they chose a particular answer. You can then use the distractor rationale to 



Student Paper Report Redesign

• Parent and Educator Focus Groups
• Previews available at DTC trainings in 

February
• Available for the 2018-19 assessment 

reports



Thoughts



Feedback



Have Questions- Contact Us
Dr. Marydith McBee: Deputy Sup. Of Assessment & Accountability
Craig Walker: Executive Director | Craig.Walker@sde.ok.gov
Maria Harris: Assistant Executive Director | Maria.Harris@sde.ok.gov
Elizabeth Warren: Director English Language Proficiency | Elizabeth.Warren@sde.ok.gov
Lesa Rohrer: Director Assessment and Data Literacy |  Lesa.Rohrer@sde.ok.gov
Christy McCreary: ELA/ Social Studies Specialist |  Christina.McCreary@sde.ok.gov
Cora James: Science Assessment Specialist | Cora.James@sde.ok.gov
Sarah Owens: Math Assessment Specialist | Sarah.Owens@sde.ok.gov

mailto:Craig.Walker@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Maria.Harris@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Elizabeth.Warren@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Lesa.Rohrer@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Christina.McCreary@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Cora.james@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Sarah.Owens@sde.ok.gov
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